Maintenance Instructions
ZBin containers
Extend the life time of the containers
The ZBin containers are designed to last for decades. If you want to keep your ZBin in good working order , we
advise to follow the following instructions in order to keep the containers in full working order.

Cleaning
Cleaning the container wil not only make sure the users feel comfortable about using the container, it can also avoid
possible issues because dirt might influence the functional parts of the container.
All cleaning is advised to do once a year.
Lid : Both lids can be cleaned by high pressure water. Take extra care for the filling hole and the edge around it.
Framing : All types of frames can be cleaned by using a high pressure hose
Well : The well can be cleaned by any cleaning product and water. Also use a water vacum to suck all the liquids
out of the well.
Bag : The bag can be cleaned by high pressure water.
Hard lifting : Clean the hard lifting from the inside, and especially the hinge and the liquid collector at the bottom.
Surroundings : Make sure all the waste next to the containers is being removed. Also use the high pressure water
to clean the surroundings.

Inspection
Inspection of all parts is advised to do once a year.
Lids : Check the filling lid and especially the hinge for any malfunction.
Single hook : Check that both nuts are still on the big bolt under the single hook.
Framing : Check if all bars of all types of decoration are still fixed to the stainless steel strap.
Well : Inspect if the upper ring is connected to the well on all bolts.
Bag : Inspect the bag for broken parts. Also check if the rope is not to warn down.

Maintenance
Unless specified separately maintenance is advised to do once a year.
Lids : After the cleaing you must wax the lids , this will keep them cleaner.
Framing : Any bars that are lose on the stainless steel straps need to be fixed to the well again. This can be done
by small screws from the inside of the well. Wood decoration should be treated with wood oil 1x every two years.
Bag : Fix all parts that might be lose. Replace all parts that are broken or warn down.
Lock : Oil every lock at least two times a year
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